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Report finds sex roles hamper women

By Mike McNamee

Relatively few girls carefully consider their future careers and the full range of choices – and this has led to a situation where, although there is a continuing nationwide shortage of scientists and technical workers, women are excluded from work in technical fields.

Parents, teachers, and employers' attitudes and stereotyped sex-role perceptions contribute to this underemployment of women in science and technology, according to a report entitled "Women in Science and Technology," issued last week at MIT.

Loiterers cause complaints

By Barb Moore

There has been a large number of complaints recently concerning loitering among the Student Center and the athletic facilities, according to the Campus Patrol.

Most of the complaints concern of the Association of Younger, who live in the community surrounding MIT.

James Jones, chief of the Campus Patrol, stated that, "The influx of loiterers is a problem, especially around the athletic facilities. He also receives complaints from the Student Center people "from time to time," which he believes arise from the use of the gaseous areas by non-students.

The semiscopic nature of the Student Center causes problems in enforcing loitering restrictions. Olivieri explained. If the non-student is on the first or second floor, he must be considered to have been invited, due to the public nature of the郭 and other facilities.

The upper floors, however, are considered private, and the Campus Patrol must "deal with each particular situation on each floor." Olivieri stated that "there have been losses and thefts due to the transients in there.

Mike Kozlitz, 76 chairman of the Association of Students Activities, said, "The only problem I have is on Saturday, which probably has to do with the High School Studies Program (HSSP)." He has received no real complaints, although he has noticed groups loitering on the fourth floor, which houses most student activities.

HSSP, however, stated that "they don't care." Rocky Cardalisco, a member of the pool, under supervision of Rich, who sold tickets at the door to the concert, stated that "it was the damn ticket selling contest" that allowed so many non-college age students to attend. He said that he did not sell tickets to anyone without an ID, and feels that the underage persons who were admitted had tickets in advance.

Science and Technology" last spring, issues such as "concerns about women's educations and their role in the work force, students correlated by technology and the recognition of the need for better linkages between education and work," brought a collection of representatives to MIT to examine the problems involved, the report says.

Workshop results

The report, edited by Mrs. Edith Ridha, staff director of the Workshop, is the result of several issues which converged to lead MIT to organize the "Workshop on Women in Science and Technology" last spring, issues such as "concerns about women's educations and their role in the work force, students correlated by technology and the recognition of the need for better linkages between education and work," brought a collection of representatives to MIT to examine the problems involved, the report says.
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Student drowns in Charles

by Tom Klimowicz

Metropolitan District Police drivers Saturday recovered the body of Judson Rich, 24, a junior in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, from the Charles River several hours after Rich apparently jumped into the river.

Witnesses said Rich, originally from Chicago, ran out onto the Harvard Bridge at about 4:00 a.m., jumped and into the river about 100 yards from the Cambridge side of the bridge. He swam for several seconds before going under water, witnesses said.

When asked what he was doing, Rich was reported to have said, "I'm just going for a swim."

One witness, Timothy Holm '73, was jogging on the bridge when he saw Rich go into the water. Holm dove into the water but Rich had failed to swim near Rich.

According to Robert Byers, director of the MIT News Office, Rich had been under treatment for depression for some time prior to Saturday's drowning, and witnesses said Rich was running from the Infirmary immediately prior to falling into the river.

Pamela, who saw Rich run onto the Bridge told The Tech that he "looked like he knew what he was doing" when he went off the bridge. "He seemed to be a good swimmer," said one witness.

Metropolitan District Police boats and seaboats were used in the search for Rich shortly after the accident occurred, and Rich's body was recovered Saturday evening. The body was recovered in the immediate vicinity of the point where Rich entered the water, Byers said.

Dean for Student Affairs Carola Eisenberg told The Tech Rich was a special student who had been interested in the auxiliary. This spring, after having talked with Rich about coming to MIT, Eisenberg would not comment on reports that Rich had been treated by the Medical Department.

BERTHA: - We all lose you and will miss you dearly. Please come back soon. Yours forever, Leroy and friends
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